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Memorandum Fort Chester W. White, Director
Region I office of Investigations

From: William T. Russell, iRegional Administrator
|

Subject: OI Care No. 1-89-006, RTI, Incorporated |

As discussed in the conference on January 19, 1990, relative to
the results of the subject investigative etfort, we request a
re-interview with one of the former employees of RTI,Incorporated. From our discussion, it appears that John B.
Russen, the former Radiation Safety Officer, may have information
portaining to the knowledge that John Scandalios, President andCEO, had of matters that were discussed during the enforcementconference (EC) on April 26, 1989.

In an interview with OI on June 22, 1989, Mr. Scandalios
indicated that, at the time of the EC, he was unaware that
persons had climbed over the cell door.

He maintained that eventhough he was on distribution for a memorandum from Mr. Russen
which described such events, dated April 24, 1989 (two daysbefore the EC),
sometime in May (after the EC).the document was not provided to him until

We believe that since Mr. Russen was obviously aware of thecatter prior to the EC,
that he may have briefed his manegement,it would not be unreasonable to expectincluding Mr.Scandaliosin preparation for the conference. We understand that licensee ,
representatives (John Russen, Tass Varaklis, Paul Shapiro, and
Mr. Scandalios) may have participated in such a meeting the nightbefore the EC.

|

During the EC, the NRC staff asked a series of questions relative
to the licensee's prior knowledge of akeyless entries" into the

i

irradiator cell. In response
denied that such entries occur, red.the licensee representatives

If Mr. Scandalios knew aboutthese entries into the cell, but failed to inform the NRC staff
in response to their questions, we would have to considcr the|

|

initiation of immediate action to revoke, suspend, or modify theI RTI license. Such action would be necessary, since it indicates
recurrence of integrity issues involving senior management ofRTI. f
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Accordingly, we request that John B. Russen-be re-interviewed to
determine if Mr. Scandallos was informed of the " keyless entries"
in advance of the EC; and if other matters were discussed that
could bear on the integrity of other senior management of RTI,
relative to NRC licensed activities. Since Mr. Russen is no.
longer employed by RTI, he may be more candid in identifying if
any senior managers-had any prior knowledge relative to this.
matter, or otherwise attempted to deceive the NRC by either
falsification or omission of information.

William T. Russell-
Regional Administrator

cc:
;

B. Hayes, OI'
H. Thompson, EDO
J. Lieberman, OE
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L. Chandler, OGC
H. Knapp, RI
J. Joyner, RI
T. Martin, RI
H. Taylor, RI
K. Smith, RI
D. Holody, RI
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